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A reissue of a holiday crowd-pleasing cookbook that features more than 160 creative and delicious

recipes for America's favorite feast--from soup to leftovers--beautifully illustrated in two colors and

praised by food critics and connoisseurs around the country. Originally published in 1990 by

HarperCollins. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Valuable for veteran feastmakers and first-timers alike, this thorough and engaging examination of

that most American meal is, like the dinner itself, traditional and satisfying. While the

husband-and-wife authors confess, "We think about Thanksgiving all year," they suggest that

"normal" people should start planning during the first week of November. In chapters for each

course, from soup to leftovers, straightforward recipes with plenty of do-ahead steps transform fresh

ingredients into Ojai Valley carrot soup, winter white pureeno accent per web or pumpkin praline

pie. The turkey chapter is meatiest, with trussing and carving advice and recipes for the bird grilled,

roasted, cut up and en papillote . Stuffings utilize croutons, cornbread, couscous, nuts, oysters and

so on; proper, unfussy attention is paid to gravies and condiments. Side dishes feature old favorites

with a difference, such as savory creamed onions laced with lemon juce and mustard. Desserts

highlight pies and tarts. Leftovers include "killer" turkey hash and turkey tortilla casserole. An

authoritative, untraditional chapter on wines (Anthony Dias Blue is author of American Wine)

concludes this practical paean. Illustrations not seen by PW. Author tour. Copyright 1990 Reed

Business Information, Inc.



Beautifully illustrated and praised by food critics around the country, this holiday cookbook features

more than 150 creative and delicious recipes for America's favorite feast. --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I'm delighted to find this available as a used book, for it's currently out of print to my knowledge.

This was my first T-Day cookbook when I was a novice in the kitchen. Well-written and thorough in

every detail, it's a great help to beginner and pro alike. Every detail of the feast is discussed so that

you can feel confident that your meal will turn out well and on time. My old copy was so spattered

and tattered after years of use that I finally had to toss it and buy a used hardcover. I'm looking

forward to using it again this year.

Great Thanksgiving Recipes--Good for Any Holiday !

This little book is my Thanksgiving Bible, as it were. I have other cookbooks that are designed with

the Thanksgiving feast in mind, but only this one has proven to be my "go to" volume, year after

year. It provides everything you could possible need, whether you are a novice or an experienced

cook--how to prep and cook the bird (including a very helpful timetable, broken down by bird size

and stuffed vs. unstuffed cooking times), how to plan a meal for various group sizes from family size

to "oh my God, what was I thinking when I invited all these people" size, and recipes for all sorts of

appetizers, starter courses, sidedishes, gravies, relishes, breads and desserts--more than you could

ever need or want. Some of the recipes I'm asked about year after year have come from this one

under-appreciated slim volume. Find a copy; it'll be worth every penny.

in my family it is necessary, just fine. great . will buy next time . very sharp and nice feel in your

hand. A nice company to deal with .Hope my product and I get many happy years together .Would

for sure buy another product from them.

This book contains many recipes I've used over the years and helped to even perfect a few. Just

wish it was in digital form for Kindle. This one is a replacement for one lost.

Best cookbook ever...I use the creamed onions recipe every Thanksgiving...I can't believe it's out of

print!



The Turkey Tortilla Casserole recipe is a family favorite, a must have the Friday after T'day.

Unfortunately, I am away from my home/book and need the recipe. Anyone willing to post?
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